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Material Changes
Annual Update

The following summarizes the material changes to this brochure since the last update in
March 2021.
None.
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Advisory Business
Firm Description
Clark Financial Services Group, Inc. was organized in April 1992. On July 27, 2018,
Clark Financial began marketing its services as Gardius Wealth Advisors (Indicated as
“CFSG,” “we” or “our”). CFSG offers financial planning and investment supervisory
services, including furnishing advice to clients on matters not involving securities.
Typically, our investment strategies primarily involve investing client assets in a
portfolio of mutual funds. However, we also recommend investments in individual
equities (common and preferred stock) and exchange traded funds. We also recommend
investment allocations in existing variable life insurance policies and variable
annuities. If requested by a client, and as part of our financial planning services, we
also review and provide investment advice with respect to employer stock options, debt
securities, and other client investments.
We may recommend other professionals (e.g., lawyers, accountants, insurance agents,
real estate agents, etc.) at the request of the client. Other professionals are engaged
directly by the client on an as-needed basis even when recommended by CFSG.
Conflicts of interest will be disclosed to the client and managed in the best interest of
the client. No fees or commissions are shared in these arrangements.
Principal Owners
CFSG is owned by Christopher W. Schulenburg, Chairman and Kevin A. Clark,
President.
Advisory Services
Creation of the Initial Financial Plan
Our advisory services typically begin with a financial plan tailored to the financial
needs and objectives of the individual client. A client who chooses to waive financial
planning services will not receive a reduced fee. While each client’s situation is unique,
we typically use the following six-step process in developing a client’s initial financial
plan:
□
□

Identify goals and needs. At the outset, one of our advisors will meet with the
client to discuss the client’s goals and financial needs.
Gather financial information. The financial advisor will gather client financial
information, such as bank and brokerage statements, insurance policies, tax
returns, retirement plans, and estate documents.
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□

□

□

□

Analyze financial information. We analyze this information to understand the
client’s financial situation and to determine how to meet the client’s goals and
financial needs.
Develop a written financial plan. The financial adviser develops a written
financial plan that makes recommendations designed to meet the client’s
objectives and needs. Before the financial plan is presented to the client, all of
our financial advisors meet at least once to review and revise the financial plan.
Presentation of financial plan. The financial advisor will meet with the client to
present and discuss the financial plan. If required, the financial advisor makes
additional revisions to the financial plan based on this meeting to ensure that the
plan is consistent with the client’s goals and expectations.
Implementation of the financial plan. The financial advisor implements the
investment recommendations contained in the client’s financial plan and assists
the client in taking the other actions recommended in the financial plan.

Financial Planning Areas
Depending on the needs and objectives of the client, and the complexity of the client’s
financial situation, our financial planning services will typically include one or more
of the following areas:
□

□

□

□

Cash flow and tax analysis. We analyze a client’s current and projected future
income, expenses, income taxes, and debt. This may include tax planning and
coordination with outside tax professionals. We then recommend steps for the
client to take to help optimize the client’s resources available to meet his or her
financial goals. This may include debt management strategies, assisting in
major purchase decisions, cash reserve techniques, and family budgeting.
Investment planning. This includes analyzing client investments and
recommending steps to assist the client in optimizing the performance of his or
her investments to reach future financial goals.
Retirement planning. We use financial models to project cash flow needs and
income available for a client’s retirement, evaluate the client’s retirement plan
pay-out options, and analyze the potential impact of inflation. This may include
assisting the client in determining whether (or to what extent) to participate in
any employer-sponsored benefit plan. We may also make recommendations as
to what types of other tax-advantaged retirement accounts may be appropriate
for the client.
Protection of needs. We inventory and review the client’s insurance policies,
including life, disability, and long-term care. We also analyze the needs of the
client and the client’s family in the event of the client’s death, disability, or
long-term care. This may include reviewing the client’s asset protection needs
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□

□

and property and casualty insurance policies. Based on our analysis, we may
make certain observations about the adequacy of the client’s insurance coverage
and recommend additional insurance products and coverage.
Estate planning and coordination. We assist the client in preparing to pass the
client’s wealth on to his or her beneficiaries. This may include coordinating
with the client’s estate planning attorney to ensure that the client’s estate plans
are consistent with his or her financial goals and expectations. We may also
make recommendations designed to ensure that an estate or testamentary trust
is able to meet its obligations, such as distribution of assets and payment of
estate taxes.
Education funding analysis. We evaluate and determine the amount of savings
required to meet the client’s goals for funding public or private school, college,
and/or graduate school education for his or her children, grandchildren, or
others. This may also include financial aid analysis.

Ongoing Financial Planning Services
The creation of a client’s financial plan is just the first step of our financial planning
process. On an ongoing basis, CFSG will monitor the client’s progress toward
identified goals, and provide the client with periodic written reviews of the client’s
portfolio. Our ongoing financial planning services also include unlimited telephone
support and meetings. Clients are encouraged to meet with their CFSG investment
advisor periodically to discuss their financial plan, review financial documents, and to
evaluate the client’s financial situation.
Because a client’s financial plan is based on information provided by the client, clients
are encouraged to contact their CFSG financial advisor promptly to discuss any
changes to their financial situation, goals or needs. CFSG’s ongoing financial planning
service includes updates to financial plans.
Implementation of the investment portion of the financial plan
Once the client has approved of the financial plan, CFSG will implement the
investment recommendations contained in the financial plan. To do this, CFSG
typically requests discretionary authority over the client’s brokerage accounts. This
authority is set forth in the terms of the investment management agreement and
brokerage account application signed by the client.
Tailored Relationships
At CFSG, financial planning and advisory services are tailored to the individual needs
of clients. Client goals and objectives are clarified in meetings and via correspondence,
and are used to determine the course of action for each individual client. Clients may
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impose reasonable restrictions on investing in certain securities or types of securities.
This must be done in writing and be signed by the client and CFSG.
Managed Assets
As of December 31, 2021, CFSG managed approximately $323,671,116 in client assets
on a discretionary basis, and approximately $32,175,125 on a non-discretionary basis.
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Fees and Compensation
Description
CFSG’s advisory fee is set forth in its written advisory agreement with the client. In
addition to the advisory fee, certain CFSG advisers may receive insurance commissions
from the sale of insurance products. Additional information about these commissions
and fees is described below.
While our advisory fees are not negotiable, we may consider aggregating related
accounts or offer a professional courtesy discount.
Advisory Fees
Discretionary Accounts
Fees for discretionary portfolio management are typically assessed based on assets
under management at the following annual rates:
2.00% for a Portfolio with up to $499,999;
1.50% for a Portfolio with between $500,000 and $999,999;
1.00% for a Portfolio with between $1,000,000 and $4,999,999;
0.90% for a Portfolio with between $5,000,000 and $7,499,999;
0.75% for a Portfolio with between $7,500,000 and $9,999,999
0.60% for a Portfolio between $10,000,000 and $12,499,999;
0.50% for a Portfolio between $12,500,000 and $14,999,999
0.45% for a Portfolio between $15,000,000 and $19,999,999
0.40% for a Portfolio greater than or equal to $20,000,000

The above fee rate at each breakpoint applies to the entire account, not just the portion
of the account that is within a particular breakpoint. CFSG will aggregate a client’s
advisory accounts for purposes of determining the appropriate fee rate.
Fee Billing
Advisory fees are generally deducted directly from the client’s account(s), though
clients may request to pay these fees by check or some other form. Advisory fees for
new clients are deducted (or billed) quarterly in advance, based on the market value of
the client’s account(s) as of the date CFSG first begins advising the account(s), and
thereafter as of the first business day of each quarter. Certain existing clients of CFSG
are billed annually in advance.
Generally, a client may terminate his or her investment management agreement at any
time by mailing written notice to CFSG. Clients will receive a pro rata refund of any
advisory fees paid, but not yet earned, as of the date of termination.
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Financial Planning Fees
Clients may also elect to pay for our financial planning services by paying (a) an hourly
fee at a rate of $250 to $500 an hour (depending on the experience of the CFSG team
member or members providing the service), (b) a negotiated flat fee, (c) a fee based on
the client’s net worth or income, or (d) some combination of (a) – (c). Financial
planning services are also available bundled with Advisory Fees.
A CFSG team member will discuss these financial planning fee options with each new
client to assist the client in determining which option would work best for them.
Insurance Commissions
Certain CFSG advisers are registered insurance agents, and will receive commissions
for the sale of insurance products, including those recommended to clients. This
presents certain conflicts of interest. Because these advisers receive commissions for
the sale of insurance products, they and CFSG have an incentive not to recommend the
purchase of investments and insurance products that do not pay such compensation (or
that pay a lower commission rate). CFSG addresses this conflict by fully disclosing to
the client, at the time of the sale of the insurance product, that the adviser will receive
a commission from the sale. Clients may purchase insurance products recommended
by CFSG through other agents that are not affiliated with CFSG. CFSG’s advisory fees
will not be reduced to offset the payment of insurance commissions.
Mutual Fund Fees and Expenses
Mutual funds charge their own management and other operating expenses, as described
in each fund’s prospectus. Mutual funds also typically offer multiple share classes with
different fee structures. CFSG will recommend and invest client assets in the mutual
fund share class that it determines offers the most favorable terms for the client, taking
into account factors including, but not limited to, trade costs, fund minimums, possible
short-term redemption fees, the length of time the account is expected to hold the
position, and annual share class expenses (which include any 12b-1 fees).
Clients should understand that, depending on the mutual fund share classes offered by
the fund and the amount to be invested, client assets invested in mutual funds could be
invested in load-waived Class A shares, which charge a 0.25% 12b-1 fee.
Other Fees
CFSG typically recommends that Clients execute transactions for managed accounts
through Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. (“Schwab”). As of the date of this Brochure,
Schwab charges a transaction fee of $10 for transaction fee mutual fund trades and no
fee for non-transaction fee funds, which typically have a higher expense ratio. For
equity trades, Schwab typically does not charge for equity trades ($25 service charge
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for broker-assisted trades). Schwab’s fees may vary from those disclosed above due to
particular circumstances of a transaction, additional or differing levels of servicing
required, or as otherwise contractually agreed upon with clients. Schwab may change
its fee schedule and transaction and service fees without notice. CFSG and its personnel
do not receive any portion of these transaction or service fees paid to Schwab.
Mutual funds and exchange traded funds in which client assets may be invested charge
their own management fees and other operating expenses, as described in each fund’s
prospectus. These fees and expenses are exclusive of, and in addition to, the fees paid
by the client to CFSG.
Past Due Accounts
CFSG may terminate its investment advisory agreement with any client who is more
than 60 days’ overdue on a fee invoice, or it may elect to automatically deduct past due
fees from the Client’s account.
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Performance-Based Fees and Side-by-Side Management
No Performance-Based Fees
CFSG does not charge performance-based fees (i.e., fees based on a share of capital
gains on or capital appreciation of the assets of a client). CFSG does not manage
clients’ accounts and commingled funds on a side-by-side basis.
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Types of Clients
Types of Clients and Portfolio Minimums
CFSG generally provides investment advice and financial planning services to
individuals, pension and profit-sharing plans, trusts, estates, charitable organizations,
and corporations.
CFSG’s minimum client portfolio size is $500,000, with an additional $150,000
minimum for individual stock portfolios. CFSG may waive these minimums, or require
a higher minimum, in certain circumstances.
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Methods of Analysis, Investment Strategies and Risk of Loss
Methods of Analysis
CFSG’s methods of analysis, sources of information, and investment strategies include
charting, fundamental analysis, technical analysis, and cyclical analysis. Our primary
sources of information include Morningstar reports, fund prospectuses, financial
newspapers and magazines, research materials prepared by others, filings with the SEC,
and shareholder reports.
Investment Strategies
Our overall investment philosophy for individuals and families is a long-term financial
plan that seeks to balance safety, income, growth, risk and taxes. The objective is to
help the client reach his or her financial goals.
CFSG uses a variety of investment strategies in managing client accounts. The
investment strategy for a specific client is based on the client’s financial plan (and, if
applicable, the investment strategy selected by the client). A client may request a
change in his or her financial plan, or the investment strategy CFSG uses in
implementing that financial plan, at any time by providing notice to CFSG. The client’s
goals and objectives are recorded during meetings and via correspondence with the
client, and are integrated into the client’s financial plan.
CFSG engages several third-party advisers to provide model or tactical portfolios,
typically comprised of ETFs and mutual funds that hold or invest in a broad range of
stocks, bonds, real estate and other securities or assets, including foreign securities and
securities of issuers located in emerging markets. Underlying funds may also invest in
equity securities of any market capitalization including micro-, small- and mid-cap
companies, real estate, commodities-related assets, fixed income securities of any
maturity or credit quality, including high-yield, high-risk debt securities, and they may
engage in leveraged or derivative transactions. Although bonds generally present less
short-term risk and volatility than stocks, bonds carry interest rate risk (as interest rates
rise, bonds prices usually fall and vice versa) and the risk of default (i.e., the issuer is
unable to make income or principal payments required by the bond). Additionally,
bonds and short-term investments may entail greater inflation risk than stocks (i.e., the
risk that the returns will not keep up with inflationary increases in the cost of living).
CFSG also engages a third-party adviser to provide advice on individual stocks, which
CFSG relies upon in managing Clients’ stock portfolios.
CFSG, and not any client, pays the fees of third-party investment advisers for access to
their model or tactical portfolios and for stock selection.
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Risk of Loss
Investing in securities involves risk that all clients should be prepared to bear. Risk
refers to the possibility that a client may lose money (both principal and earnings) or
fail to make a positive return on an investment. CFSG cannot guarantee that it will
achieve a client’s investment objectives. Each client must be prepared to tolerate price
volatility and possibly incur capital losses in the pursuit of the client’s investment
objective. Certain specific risks related to securities recommended by CFSG are
described below:
Management Risk
CFSG’s judgment about the attractiveness, growth prospects and value of a particular
asset, class of assets or individual security may prove to be incorrect. There is no
guarantee that the securities or investment strategies recommended or used by CFSG
to manage client accounts will perform as anticipated. Discretionary accounts managed
by CFSG that utilize tactical strategies can use money market and cash positions as a
protective stance in times of negative market sentiment and/or when CFSG determines.
Funds invested in money market and cash positions during these times earn minimal
amounts of interest and will not participate in market appreciation. These funds are
included as assets under management for fee calculations.
Mutual Fund Risk
Mutual funds are sold by prospectus. Clients should carefully consider the investment
objectives, risks, charges and expenses set forth in a mutual fund’s prospectus. Client
accounts invested in mutual funds will indirectly bear the fees and expenses payable
directly by the mutual fund, including any management, distribution or shareholder
servicing fees and operating expenses. Therefore, the client will incur higher expenses,
many of which may be duplicative. Investments in mutual funds are subject to the same
risks as the underlying securities, described below, in addition to management risk.
Mutual fund returns may fluctuate and are subject to market volatility. In addition, the
value of a client’s investment in a mutual fund will depend on the skill of the mutual
fund’s adviser, and will be subject to risks arising from the investment practices of the
mutual fund. CFSG has no control over the investment strategies, policies or
management decisions on behalf of mutual funds in which Clients invest, and its only
option would be to recommend that Clients liquidate their accounts with a mutual fund
in the event of dissatisfaction with its performance or management.
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Equity Investments
□

□

□

□

Common stocks. The value of a company’s common stock generally increases
or decreases in value based on factors directly relating to that company, such as
demand for the company’s products or decisions by management. The value of
a company’s common stock is also affected by other factors not directly
affecting the company, such as general industry or market conditions.
o Growth Stock Risk. The stocks of companies believed to be fastgrowing may trade at a higher multiple of earnings-per-share than other
stocks. If the adviser’s perception of a company’s growth potential is
incorrect, the value of the company’s stock may fall or may never
approach the value the adviser has placed on it. Growth stocks may
fluctuate in value more than other investments in reaction to changing
market conditions.
o Value Stock Risk. Companies that are believed to be undervalued may
be subject to special risks or may have suffered adverse developments
that have caused their stocks to fall out of favor. If the adviser’s
perception of a company’s prospects is wrong, or if other investors do
not agree that a company’s stock is undervalued, the value of the stock
may fall or may never reach the value the adviser has placed on it.
Preferred stocks. Market prices of preferred stocks are generally subject to
changes in interest rates and are more sensitive to changes in an issuer’s
creditworthiness than are prices of debt securities. Unlike interest payments on
debt securities, dividend payments on preferred stock generally must be
declared by the issuer’s board of directors. An issuer’s board of directors is
typically under no obligation to pay a dividend (even if dividends have accrued)
and may suspend the payment of dividends at any time. Preferred stock
shareholders may suffer a substantial loss in value if dividends are not paid.
Small- and Mid-Cap Company Risk. Stocks of small- and mid-cap companies
may be more volatile than stocks of larger companies. Small- and mid-cap
companies also may lack the managerial, financial or other resources necessary
to implement their business plans or succeed in the face of competition. Many
of these companies are young and have a limited track record. Thus, small- and
mid-cap companies may be more vulnerable to adverse business or market
developments than larger companies. Their stock may also trade less frequently
and in more limited volume than those of larger companies, which may make it
difficult to sell a small- or mid-cap stock on favorable terms.
Lack of Diversification. At times, CFSG’s or an underlying mutual fund’s
investment strategy may concentrate investments in the stocks of relatively few
companies, which may cause the client’s or mutual fund’s portfolio to be more
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vulnerable to adverse business developments affecting one or two such
companies than if the client’s or mutual fund’s portfolio had been invested more
broadly. In addition, it is possible that a single economic event could affect a
significant portion of the companies in a client’s or mutual fund’s portfolio,
especially if the client’s or mutual fund’s holdings are concentrated in related
economic sectors or sectors broadly affected by any single economic variable.
Fixed-Income Investments
□ Credit Risk. The issuer of a fixed-income security may be unable or unwilling
to make interest and principal payments when due. Generally, the lower the
credit rating of a security, the greater the risk that the issuer will default on its
obligation. If this occurs, or is perceived as likely to occur, the value of the
fixed-income security may fall significantly.
□ Change in Rating Risk. If a rating agency gives a fixed-income security a lower
rating, the value of that security will likely fall because investors will demand
a higher rate of return.
□ Interest Rate Risk. As nominal interest rates rise, the value of fixed income
securities is likely to decrease. A nominal interest rate is the sum of real interest
rates and an expected inflation rate.
□ Government Securities Risk. Securities of U.S. government sponsored entities,
such as Freddie Mac or Fannie Mae, are neither issued nor explicitly guaranteed
by the U.S. government. It is possible that the U.S. government would not
provide financial support to its agencies or instrumentalities if it is not required
to do so by law. If a U.S. government agency or instrumentality in which a
client’s portfolio invests defaults and the U.S. government does not stand
behind the obligation, the value and yield of the security could fall.
Foreign Securities Risk
Investment in securities of foreign issuers involves certain special risks. Foreign issuers
and markets may not be subject to the same degree of regulation and accounting
discipline as U.S. issuers and markets. In addition to credit and market risk, investments
in foreign securities involve sovereign risk, which includes fluctuations in foreign
exchange rates, future political and economic developments, and the possible
imposition of exchange controls or other foreign governmental laws or restrictions. In
addition, with respect to certain countries, there is the possibility of expropriation of
assets, confiscatory taxation, political or social instability or diplomatic developments
that could adversely affect investments in those countries. There may be less publicly
available information about a foreign company than about a U.S. company. Securities
of foreign companies may be less liquid and their prices more volatile than securities
of comparable U.S. companies. Dividend and interest income from foreign securities
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will generally be subject to withholding taxes by the country in which the issuer is
located and may not be recoverable by the client. These risks may be greater in less
developed countries, which are sometimes referred to as emerging markets.
Frequent Trading Risk
CFSG’s investment strategies involve frequent trading of securities. Frequent trading
may increase brokerage and other expenses or cause a higher current realization of
capital gains and a potentially larger tax liability, decreasing the value of a client’s
portfolio.
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Disciplinary Information
Legal and Disciplinary
CFSG has no legal or disciplinary actions to report.
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Other Financial Industry Activities and Affiliations
Other Financial Industry Activities
CFSG does not participate in any financial industry activities other than providing
financial planning, investment advisory and insurance services.
Financial Industry Affiliations
Some of CFSG’s financial advisors are also licensed as insurance agents, which permits
them to offer a range of insurance products as part of a client’s complete financial plan.
These advisors typically receive commissions for the sale of insurance products.
Occasionally, CFSG will refer clients to commercial banks for loans, banking or thrift
institutions, accounting firms, law firms, insurance companies or agencies, pension
consultants, real estate brokers or dealers. For example, CFSG may refer clients to
accounting firms for tax preparation services, or to a lawyer or law firm for estate
planning services. CFSG does not receive any compensation for these referrals,
although we may receive client referrals from these professionals.
Please refer to the “Fees and Compensation” portion of this brochure for a discussion
of certain conflicts of interest related to fees and commissions received by CFSG’s
advisors from the sale of insurance products.
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Code of Ethics, Participation or Interest in Client Transactions and Personal
Trading
Code of Ethics
CFSG has adopted a Code of Ethics (the “Code”) that is applicable to our investment
personnel. The Code is built on the principle that we owe a fiduciary duty to our clients.
The Code is designed to ensure, among other things, that our investment personnel
conduct their investment activities in accordance with applicable law and in a manner
where the interests of CFSG clients are placed first. The Code includes an insider
trading policy to establish principles of conduct and to avoid conflicts of interests that
may arise between CFSG’s personnel and clients as a result of personal trading
activities. The Code also requires investment personnel to report all accounts and
securities holdings covered by the Code at the commencement of their employment
and annually thereafter. In addition, on a quarterly basis, all investment personnel are
required to report all securities transactions executed during the quarter. Certain
securities are exempt from the requirements of the Code, including mutual funds,
money market funds, money market instruments, and U.S. Government securities.
CFSG personnel who are CFP® designees are also subject to a Code of Ethics adopted
by the CFP® Board of Standards.
A copy of the Code will be provided to any client or perspective client upon request.
Participation or Interest in Client Transactions
CFSG and its investment personnel may purchase, sell or hold stocks and mutual funds
for their own accounts that may also be held or have been or will be purchased or sold
for the accounts of CFSG’s clients. To address any potential conflicts of interests,
trades in stock on behalf of investment personnel and clients executed on the same day
will be aggregated and executed at the same time, with the CFSG investment personnel
and clients paying the same price per share.
Because mutual funds sell their shares based on their daily net asset value, CFSG does
not believe that investment personnel transactions in mutual funds create a conflict of
interest or adversely affect clients.
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Brokerage Practices
The Custodian and Brokers We Use
CFSG does not maintain physical custody of your assets on which we advise. Your
assets must be maintained in an account with a “qualified custodian,” generally a
broker-dealer, bank or trust company. We typically recommend that our clients use
Charles Schwab & Co., Inc., a SEC-registered broker-dealer, and Member FINRA and
SIPC, to serve as qualified custodian and to execute securities transactions for their
advisory accounts. CFSG is independently owned and operated and not affiliated with
Schwab. Schwab will hold your assets in a brokerage account and buy and sell
securities when we and/or you instruct them to. While we typically recommend that
you use Schwab as custodian/broker, you will decide whether to do so and open your
account with Schwab by entering into an account agreement directly with Schwab. We
do not open the account for you. Even though your account is maintained at Schwab,
we can still use other brokers to execute trades for your account, as described in the
next paragraph.
How We Select Brokers/Custodians
We seek to recommend a custodian/broker who will hold your assets and execute
transactions on terms that are overall most advantageous when compared with other
available providers and their services. We consider a wide range of factors in
recommending a custodian/broker for a client, which may include:
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□

Combination of transaction execution services along with asset custody
services (generally without a separate fee for custody)
Capability to execute, clear, and settle trades (buy and sell securities for your
account)
Capabilities to facilitate transfers and payments to and from accounts (wire
transfers, check requests, bill payment, etc.)
Availability of investment research and tools that assist us in making
investment decisions for client accounts
Quality of services
Competitiveness of the price of those services (commission rates, margin
interest rates, other fees, etc.) and willingness to negotiate them
Breadth of investment products made available
Access to certain mutual funds and mutual fund share classes that generally
require higher initial minimum investments or are generally available only to
institutional investors
Reputation, financial strength, and stability of the provider
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□
□

Their prior service to us and our other clients
Availability of other products and services that benefit us, as discussed below
(see “Products and Services Available to Us from Schwab”)

Your Custody and Brokerage Costs
For our clients’ accounts it maintains, Schwab generally does not charge you separately
for custody services but is compensated by charging you commissions or other fees on
trades that it executes or that settle into your Schwab account. Schwab’s commission
rates applicable to our client accounts were negotiated based on our commitment to
maintain a majority of our clients’ assets statement equity in accounts at Schwab. This
commitment benefits you because the overall commission rates you pay are lower that
would be if we had not made the commitment. In addition to commissions, Schwab
charges you a flat dollar amount as a “prime broker” or “trade away” fee for each trade
executed by a different broker-dealer but where the securities purchased or funds from
the securities sold are deposited (settled) into your Schwab account. These fees are in
addition to the commissions or other compensation you may pay to the executing
broker-dealer. Because of this “trade away” fee, in order to minimize your trading
costs, we have Schwab execute most trades for your account.
CFSG does not accept physical custody…however under certain circumstances, CFSG
is deemed to have custody due to standing third party transfer instructions initiated by
the client and/or possessing login information to client’s 401K accounts. CFSG
participates in a surprise annual custody audit on a sampling of these accounts.
Products and Services Available to Us from Schwab
Schwab provides our clients and us with access to its institutional brokerage-trading,
custody, reporting, and related services – many of which are not typically available to
Schwab retail customers. Schwab also makes available various support services. As
described below, some of those services help us manage or administer our Clients’
accounts, while others help us manage and grow our business. These services are
available to CFSG at no charge to us so long as CFSG’s Client assets primarily are
maintained with Schwab. Certain other custodian/brokers, in addition to Schwab, may
also provide these services.
Services That Benefit You. Schwab’s brokerage services include access to a broad
range of investment products, execution of securities transactions, and custody of client
assets. The investment products available through Schwab include some to which
clients might not otherwise have access or that would require a significantly higher
minimum initial investment.
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Services That May Not Directly Benefit You. Schwab also makes available to us other
products and services that benefit us but may not directly benefit you or your account.
These products and services assist us in managing and administering our clients’
accounts. They include investment research, both Schwab’s own and that of third
parties. We may use this research to service all or a substantial number of our clients’
accounts, including accounts not maintained at Schwab.
Schwab also makes available software and other technology that:
□
□
□
□
□

provide access to client account data (such as duplicate trade confirmations and
account statements);
facilitate trade execution and allocate aggregated trade orders for multiple client
accounts;
provide pricing and other market data;
facilitate payment of our advisory fees from our clients’ accounts; and
assist with certain back-office functions, recordkeeping, and client reporting.

Services That Generally Benefit Only Us. Schwab also offers other services intended
to help us manage and further develop our business enterprise. These services include:
□
□
□
□

educational conferences and events;
technology, compliance, legal, and business consulting;
publications and conferences on practice management and business succession;
and
access to employee benefits providers, human capital consultants, and
insurance providers.

Schwab may provide some of these services itself. In other cases, it will arrange for
third-party vendors to provide the services to us. Schwab may also discount or waive
its fees for some of these services or pay all or a part of the third party’s fees. Schwab
may also provide us with other benefits such as occasional business entertainment for
our personnel.
Our Interest in Schwab’s Services
The availability of these services from Schwab benefit us because we do not have to
produce or purchase these services separately. CFSG is not required to pay Schwab or
certain third-party vendors for these services because of the level of CFSG’s client
assets custodied at Schwab. CFSG has a conflict of interest in recommending that
clients transfer to, and maintain their accounts with, Schwab based on our interest in
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receiving Schwab’s services that benefit our business rather than based on the interests
of clients receiving the best value in custody services and the most favorable execution
of client transactions. We believe, however, that our recommendation of Schwab as
custodian and broker-dealer is in the best interests of our clients. Our belief is primarily
supported by the scope, quality, and price of Schwab’s services (based on the factors
discussed above).
Best Execution
For accounts custodied at Schwab, or another custodian that also provides brokerage
services, we typically have the client’s custodian/broker execute trades for the client’s
account. Given the general nature of these arrangements—including (a) pre-negotiated
brokerage costs, (b) operational methodologies that must be employed to trade accounts
custodied with these custodians/brokers, and (c) additional “trade away” charges for
trades executed through a different broker-dealer—it is often infeasible or impractical
for us to execute transactions in these accounts through broker-dealers other than those
at which the accounts are maintained.
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Review of Accounts
Periodic Reviews
Client accounts are managed under various management programs depending on the
client’s investment objectives and risk tolerance. Management programs are monitored
on a daily basis. All client portfolios are reviewed at least quarterly by all of CFSG’s
financial advisors: Christopher W. Schulenburg (CFSG’s Chairman), Kevin A. Clark
(CFSG’s President), T. Nathan Harvell (CFSG’s Vice-President) and Matthew H.
Herron (CFSG’s Vice-President and Chief Compliance Officer)
Review Triggers
Additional client account reviews may be triggered by client request, changes in market
conditions, new information about an investment, changes in tax laws, or other
pertinent events.
Regular Reports
Consolidated portfolio reports are typically provided to clients on a quarterly basis by
CFSG. In addition, Clients will receive regular account statements from their custodial
broker-dealer.
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Client Referrals and Other Compensation
We receive an economic benefit from Schwab in the form of the support products, services
and payments that it makes available to us and other independent investment advisors that have
client accounts maintained at Schwab. These products and services, how they benefit us, and
the related conflicts of interest are described above (see Item 12 – Brokerage Practices). The
availability of Schwab’s products and services to us is not based on our giving particular
investment advice such as buying particular securities for our clients.
Incoming Referrals
CFSG has been fortunate to receive many client referrals over the years. The referrals
have come from current clients, estate planning attorneys, accountants, employees,
personal friends of employees and other sources. CFSG does not pay for these referrals,
except as described below.
CFSG has an agreement with a broker affiliated with Cutter & Company, Inc. whereby
the broker refers advisory clients to CFSG in return for a portion of the advisory fees
paid by referred clients.
Referrals to Other Professionals
If requested by a client, or if CFSG believes that legal, accounting tax or other services
are required and in the best interests of a Client’s financial plan, CFSG will recommend
an independent attorney, accountant, tax preparer or other professional. CFSG does not
pay other professionals for client referrals or enter into arrangements with other
professionals for client referrals. However, CFSG has a potential conflict of interest in
making these recommendations because it has received referrals from professionals
that it has recommended to clients.
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Custody
CFSG does not accept physical custody of Clients’ securities or other assets. With
Client’s written permission, CFSG may deduct its advisory fees directly from Client’s
account with an independent custodian.
CFSG does have custody over client assets regarding their possession of client user
name and password information on client 401k accounts held outside of Schwab and
standing letters of authorization allowing the transfer of funds into and out of client
Schwab accounts.
Account Statements

Client funds and securities advised by CFSG are held by the client’s qualified
custodian. Client’s custodian will provide the client with account statements typically
at least monthly. Clients are encouraged to carefully review the statements provided by
their custodians and to compare them to any statements provided by CFSG.
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Investment Discretion
Discretionary Authority for Trading
CFSG generally receives discretionary authority from the client at the outset of the
advisory relationship to determine, without obtaining specific client consent, the
securities to be bought or sold for the client’s account(s). Clients typically execute a
limited power of attorney granting CFSG authority over their account(s) for trading
purposes. Clients may place limitations on CFSG’s discretionary authority in the
written investment advisory agreement or some other written agreement.
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Voting Client Securities
Proxy Votes
CFSG does not have the authority to vote proxies relating to securities held in client
accounts. Rather, clients retain the authority for voting all proxies. A client’s custodian
or the security’s transfer agent is responsible for providing all proxy notices and proxyrelated materials to the client. Clients are encouraged to call or email CFSG if they
have any questions regarding the process for voting proxies.
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Financial Information
Financial Condition
CFSG does not foresee any financial conditions that are reasonably likely to impair our
fulfillment of our contractual commitments to our Clients.
An audited balance sheet as of December 31, 2021, is provided on the following page.
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Brochure Supplement (Part 2B of Form ADV)

Supervised Persons
Christopher William Schulenburg, Kevin Allen Clark, Thomas Nathaniel Harvell,
Matthew Hamilton Herron and Amanda Lee Roberds

Clark Financial Services Group, Inc
DBA
Gardius Wealth Advisors
14310 Olive Blvd.
Chesterfield, MO 63017
Phone: (314) 469-5000 Fax: (314) 469-5525
WWW.GARDIUS.COM

As of March 31, 2022

This brochure supplement provides information about Christopher William Schulenburg,
Kevin Allen Clark, Thomas Nathaniel Harvell, Matthew Hamilton Herron and Amanda Lee
Roberds that supplements the Clark Financial Services Group, Inc. DBA Gardius Wealth
Advisors brochure. You should have received a copy of that brochure. Please contact Clark
Financial Services Group, Inc. DBA Gardius Wealth Advisors if you did not receive Clark
Financial Services Group, Inc. DBA Gardius Wealth Advisors’ brochure or if you have any
questions about the contents of this supplement
Additional information about Christopher William Schulenburg, Kevin Allen Clark,
Thomas Nathaniel Harvell, Matthew Hamilton Herron and Amanda Lee Roberds is
available on the SEC’s website at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.
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Education and Business Standards
Clark Financial Services Group, Inc. DBA Gardius Wealth Advisors requires that
any employee whose function involves determining or giving investment advice to
clients must be a graduate of a four-year college and must:
1. Hold a Series 65 or its equivalent.
2. Subscribe to the Code of Ethics of the National Association of Personal
Financial Advisers (NAPFA) and the CFP® Board of Standards (should that
individual hold a Certified Financial Planner designation).
3. Be properly licensed for all advisory activities in which they are engaged.
Professional Certifications
Employees who have earned certifications and credentials are required to be
explained in further detail.
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™, CFP® and federally registered CFP (with
flame design) marks (collectively, the “CFP® marks”) are professional certification
marks granted in the United States by Certified Financial Planner Board of
Standards, Inc. (“CFP Board”). The CFP® certification is a voluntary certification;
no federal or state law or regulation requires financial planners to hold CFP®
certification.
To attain the right to use the CFP® marks, an individual must satisfactorily fulfill
the following requirements:
-

Education – Complete an advanced college-level course of study addressing
the financial planning subject areas that CFP Board’s studies have
determined as necessary for the competent and professional delivery of
financial planning services, and attain a Bachelor’s Degree from a regionally
accredited United States college or university (or its equivalent from a foreign
university). CFP Board’s financial planning subject areas include insurance
planning and risk management, employee benefits planning, investment
planning, income tax planning, retirement planning, and estate planning.

-

Examination – Pass the comprehensive CFP® Certification Examination.
The examination, administered in 10 hours over a two-day period, includes
case studies and client scenarios designed to test one’s ability to correctly
diagnose financial planning issues and apply one’s knowledge of financial
planning to real world circumstances.

-

Experience – Complete at least three years of full-time financial planningrelated experience (or the equivalent, measured as 2,000 hours per year).

-

Ethics – Agree to be bound by CFP Board’s Standards of Professional
Conduct, a set of documents outlining the ethical and practice standards for
CFP® professionals.
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Individuals who become certified must complete the following ongoing education
and ethics requirements in order to maintain the right to continue to use the CFP®
marks:
-

Continuing Education – Complete 30 hours of continuing education hours
every two years, including two hours on the Code of Ethics and other parts
of the Standards of Professional Conduct, to maintain competence and keep
up with developments in the financial planning field.

-

Ethics – Renew an agreement to be bound by the Standards of Professional
Conduct. The Standards prominently require that CFP® professionals
provide financial planning services at a fiduciary standard of care. This means
CFP® professionals must provide financial planning services in the best
interests of their clients.

CFP® professionals who fail to comply with the above standards and requirements
may be subject to CFP Board’s enforcement process, which could result in
suspension or permanent revocation of their CFP® certification.
Christopher W. Schulenburg, Chairman
Christopher William Schulenburg was born on February 10, 1964. He serves as the
Chairman of Clark Financial Services Group, Inc. DBA Gardius Wealth Advisors
Educational Background:
- University of Missouri, St. Louis
- Bachelor of Science
- Major in Political Science
Business Experience:
From March 1991 to 1995 he was Marketing Manager. From 1995 to 2004
he was Vice-President. He became President in January 2004. He was elected
Chairman in March 2016. He serves on the firm’s Investment Committee.
Disciplinary Information: None
Other Professional Activities:
Christopher served as president of the Chesterfield Chamber of Commerce
and Chesterfield Kiwanis.
Supervision:
Christopher’s compliance related activities are supervised by Matthew H.
Herron, Vice-President and Chief Compliance Officer.
Matthew H. Herron’s contact information:
(314) 469-5000 matthew@gardius.com
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Kevin Allen Clark, CFP®, President
Kevin Allen Clark was born on June 6, 1974. He was Senior Vice-President of Clark
Financial Services Group, Inc. and became the firm’s Compliance Officer on
February 1, 2012. He was named President in January 2017.
Educational Background:
- University of Missouri
- Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
- Emphasis in Finance
Business Experience:
Kevin oversees Clark Financial Services Group, Inc.’s asset allocation
department and serves on the firm’s Investment Committee.
Disciplinary Information: None
Other Professional Activities: None
Additional Compensation: None
Supervision:
Kevin’s compliance related activities are supervised by Matthew H. Herron,
Vice-President and Chief Compliance Officer
Matthew H. Herron’s contact information:
(314) 469-5000 matthew@gardius.com
Thomas Nathaniel Harvell, CFP®, Vice-President
Thomas Nathaniel Harvell was born January 10, 1983. He is Vice-President of Clark
Financial Services Group, Inc. DBA Gardius Wealth Advisors
Educational Background:
- Southeast Missouri State University
- Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
- Major in Finance / Major in Administrative Systems Management
Business Experience:
Thomas works in the firm’s asset allocation department. Prior to working
for Clark Financial Services Group, Inc., he was a bank officer for Sun
Security Bank in Cottleville, MO.
Disciplinary Information: None
Other Professional Activities: None
Additional Compensation: None
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Supervision:
Thomas’ compliance related activities are supervised by Matthew H. Herron,
Vice-President and Chief Compliance Officer
Matthew H. Herron’s contact information:
(314) 469-5000 matthew@gardius.com
Matthew H. Herron, Vice-President and Chief Compliance Officer
Matthew Hamilton Herron was born on November 10, 1969. He serves as the Vice
President of Compliance and Chief Compliance Officer at Clark Financial Services
Group, Inc. DBA Gardius Wealth Advisors
Educational Background:
- Oral Roberts University, Tulsa, OK
- Bachelor of Science
- Major in Marketing
Business Experience:
Prior to working for Clark Financial Services Group, Inc. DBA Gardius
Wealth Advisors, he was a Senior Compliance Consultant for Scottrade, Inc.
and a Senior Field Supervision Consultant for Scottrade Investment
Management.
Disciplinary Information: None
Other Professional Activities: None
Additional Compensation: None
Supervision:
Matthew’s compliance related activities are supervised by Kevin Allen Clark,
CFP®, President.
Kevin Allen Clark’s contact information:
(314) 469-5000 kevin@gardius.com
Amanda Lee Roberds, Office Manager
Amanda Lee Roberds was born on July 14, 1984. She serves as Office Manager at
Clark Financial Services Group, Inc. DBA Gardius Wealth Advisors
Educational Background:
- Maryville University, St. Louis, MO
- Bachelor of Science
- Major in Marketing
Business Experience:
Prior to working for Clark Financial Services Group, Inc. DBA Gardius
Wealth Advisors she was a Client Relationship Specialist for Charles Schwab.
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Disciplinary Information: None
Other Professional Activities: None
Additional Compensation: None
Supervision:
Amanda’s compliance related activities are supervised by Matthew H.
Herron, Vice-President and Chief Compliance Officer
Matthew H. Herron’s contact information:
(314) 469-5000 matthew@gardius.com
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